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Inbound travel on the MKS from Khatib MRT Station will be charged at $3. To find out more information, head over to our getting here pages.
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Easter Eggs-travaganza

Join us as we hatch our very first Easter!

Find Out More
















Photography in Paradise

In collaboration with our Official Photography Partner, Sony

Find Out More
















Bird Paradise

Google's Top Trending Places in Singapore 2023

Plan Your Visit
















ParkHopper

Visit 4 wildlife parks for the price of 2 with 7 day flexibility

Buy Now














































Park Advisory
ShowHide










Guests visiting Singapore Zoo and River Wonders are not required to select a time slot. For Night Safari, guests must select a time slot for a better experience.

From 8 February 2024, admission to Bird Paradise will no longer require booking of timeslots. Guests and members will only need to select their preferred date of visit in advance.

Presentation schedule for Predators on Wings and Wings of the World are subjected to changes for weekends (Sat & Sun) and public holidays.















To increase the supply of taxis to our parks during peak hours, a $3 surcharge is applicable to all hired taxis departing from Mandai Wildlife Reserve (including Mandai Wildlife WEST) from 1:00pm to 11:59pm daily.
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Immerse in the symphony of colours at Asia’s largest bird park


Hong Leong Foundation Crimson Wetlands


Feast your eyes on some of the world’s most brilliantly coloured birds, amongst wetland vegetation and crimson blooms.
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Roseate Spoonbill


Named for its unique spoon-shaped bill, the roseate spoonbill has attractive pink plumage with a well-defined carmine patch on each wing.
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American Flamingo


American or Caribbean Flamingos have the most vibrant plumage of all flamingo species. Watch them feed by dipping their head in water.
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Scarlet Macaw


This huge parrot sports bright red plumage with splashes of blue and yellow. Much of its face is bare, adorned with tiny red feathers.
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Scarlet Ibis


They are what they eat — scarlet ibises feed on crayfish, crabs and aquatic insects which give their plumage the bright red colour.



















Kuok Group Wings of Asia


Hornbills, spoonbills and other fascinating birds of Asia await you in this tranquil paradise of tall bamboo grooves and paddy terraces. 
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Papuan Hornbill


Woosh, Woosh! The wingbeats of Papuan hornbills are exceptionally loud. Listen out for this sound and watch the birds in flight.
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Black-faced Spoonbill


Meet the rarest of the spoonbill species! Observe its spoon-shaped bill, which it uses to stir up mud and snag fish and other prey.
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Baer's Pochard


This is one of the world’s rarest ducks! There are fewer than 1,000 Baer’s Pochards left in the wild, threatened by wetland destruction.
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Milky Stork


Storks have long legs, and distinctive huge bills for hunting fish. The milky stork is endangered with some 1,500 wild individuals left.






















Ocean Network Express Penguin Cove


Dive with the best-loved flightless birds for an immersive experience amidst an underwater kelp forest and emerge onto the rocky beach to feast your eyes on waddling penguins.




View This Zone
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King Penguin


The King Penguin is the second tallest penguin, after the Emperor Penguin.
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Gentoo Penguin


Gentoo Penguins are the world’s fastest underwater bird, swimming at speeds of up to 36km/h!
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Northern Rockhopper Penguin


Rockhoppers have a black crest and yellow feathers which form extended `eyebrows’ that dangle behind the eyes.
























Want to see more of our animals and zones?


View More



















Be awed by our colourful feathered friends
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Feed the Animals


Catch our birds when they’re most active — during feeding sessions!





Find out more
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Presentations


Catch our presentations to witness the amazing talents of our birds alongside their trainers at Bird Paradise.





Find out more
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Wildlife Experiences


Embark on a guided tour where you can learn little-known facts about our avian friends!





Find out more
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S$49



	


S$34



	


S$20




















Complimentary in-park shuttle service is included in all admission tickets.

Local Residents enjoy additional savings of up to 20% with WildPass!






Buy Now
































What's On







[image: Easter Eggs-travaganza. 8 Mar – 7 Apr 2024. Kids Enter FREE with every full paying adult! T&Cs apply.]















[image: Be a Friend of Wildlife. Enjoy annual access to all our wildlife parks starting from only $215. NEW! Teens enjoy child rates. Terms and conditions apply.]
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[image: We have reached 100,000 Mandai App users!]











Find out more
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Follow #BirdParadise







"I wasn’t expecting something on this scale, but it’s really impressive. Particularly the outdoor spaces within the netted domes - it feels really immersive. Nice food and drink options too." — Michael Letchford








@krsnik.of.rivia
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@helloqileepadi
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"Closest thing you get to a bird style safari. Most of the birds are allowed to roam free and it's more satisfying for you to spot them.

Penguin Cove is even better. Now you can see the penguins swim like the manatees in River Wonders."— Justin T












@mariianchiasees
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"The beautiful birds in their beautiful home. They are the stars in this paradise, and the gorgeous spaces surrounding them are what makes it paradise. The spaces are so well thought out, beautiful landscaping, with nice rest stops along the way. Kudos to the team!" — Marilyn Lim










@chewjoann
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Every visit to our parks comes with 
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Find out how, together, we're creating a better future for wildlife and the planet.





Learn More














Daily Opening Hours




9:00am – 6:00pm (Last entry at 5:00pm)







Address




20 Mandai Lake Road

Singapore 729825








Stay Connected
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About Mandai






	
Mandai Wildlife Group

	
The Mandai Family

	
Mandai Rejuvenation Project

	
Awards and Accolades

	
Media Centre
















Our Parks






	
Bird Paradise

	
Night Safari

	
River Wonders

	
Singapore Zoo
















Get Involved






	
Become a Wildlife Partner

	
Corporate Partnerships

	
Volunteer with Us

	
Careers
















Corporate






	
Plan a Wild Event

	
Corporate Wildlife Benefits

	
Adoption Programme
















Need Help?






	
Announcements
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Contact Us
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